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Jobs
Your career with CoPlanner - we have a lot planned and we need active support. With pleasure from now on and in permanent employment. As an employer, we offer flat hierarchies, interesting design possibilities, community activities, flexible working hours, family-friendly working time models and leisure/accident insurance. We are very interested in our employees feeling comfortable with us and in shaping the future of CoPlanner together.  
Application process  Motivation
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Find your suitable job with us!

                            (Senior) Consultant (f/m/x)
                        
Graz | Vienna | Hanover
Your skills
	Completed business or technical studies (business administration, computer science, business informatics) or comparable training
	Sound business know-how in accounting, finance and controlling / business intelligence
	(Senior): At least 2 years of professional experience in a comparable position or a management position in the area of controlling
	Sound knowledge of relational databases - especially Microsoft SQL databases and Microsoft Integration Services are an advantage
	Customer- and result-oriented way of working
	Analytical and networked thinking skills
	Social competence and communication skills
	Independence and ability to work under pressure
	Willingness to travel

 
We offer
	a demanding, interesting and varied job with exciting technical challenges
	a diverse work environment with exciting customers
	a work-life balance through flexible working hours and consideration for individual working time requirements
	encouragement of initiatives and the opportunity to take on responsibility
	transparency and room for creativity
	Good development and training opportunities
	Fun at work in a young, growing team that is looking forward to you

 
With us you will receive a fair salary in line with the market according to your experience and qualifications. In Austria, the collective agreement minimum salary for this position as a Consultant is EUR 3.000 gross and as a Senior Consultant EUR 3.714.29 per month. Performance is appreciated with us. We are looking forward to your application!
 
Apply now











Of course, we are also happy to receive unsolicited applications at any time. Your CoPlanner HR Team
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Claudia Nitzsche
HR & Office
 +43 316 383 238 0
people@coplanner.com 





















Austria
 CoPlanner Software and Consulting GmbH
 Grabenstrasse 178, 8010 Graz
 +43 316 38 32 38 0

Germany
 CoPlanner Software & Consulting GmbH
 Bülowstrasse 8, 30163 Hannover
 +49 221 790 770 36
  
Contact






Controlling Software
Business Intelligence (BI)
Corporate Performance Management (CPM)
Corporate Planning
Cost and Performance Accounting
Consolidation
Data & Analytics
Reporting
Personnel Cost Accounting
Artificial Intelligence
Wiki






Trust the Experts
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